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What's new: 
+ Redesigned UI - provides better visual effects and brings a more user-friendly experience 
+ New Health Checker - helps you 1-click to check PC health for comprehensive PC cleaning, 
optimization, and protection 
+ Junk File Clean - newly supports Able2Extract, BlueStacks, Winzip PDF Pro, etc. to free up 
more valuable disk space 
+ Privacy Sweep - newly supports Google Drive, VMware Player, Telegram, etc. to better 
protect your privacy 
+ Startup Optimization - manages more startup items and services with a larger database to 
make your PC boot faster and run more smoothly 
+ Anti-Spyware - expands its database to remove more spyware for a more secure system 
+ Software Updater - newly supports updating Audacity, Google Drive, jetAudio Basic, OBS 
Studio, PotPlayer, SABnzbd, Slack, and Signal 
+ Surfing Protection - adds the protection for Yandex/AOL/Ask search engine and tens of 
domains of Google search 
+ Ads Removal - newly supports blocking YouTube ads 
+ Email Protection - adds the protection for AOL, Mail.ru, Yandex, and Zoho emails 
+ Supports 37 localized languages 
+ And more can be discovered by you 
 

Description:    
Advanced SystemCare is an all-in-one but easy-to-use application that optimizes, cleans up, 
speeds up, and protects your computer while also safeguarding your privacy. 
 
Extremely Easy to Use 
With the neat, informative, and intuitive user interface, Advanced SystemCare is so simple 
and easy to use that even beginners can use it without thinking twice. In addition, its flexible 
and customizable settings keep everything under your control. 
 
Clean Your PC with 1-Click 
Over time, your computer may accumulate a large number of worthless, duplicate, and 
temporary files. Do you want to clean them so that your old PC can breathe a new life? Both 
the intelligent AI Mode scan and the 1-click PC Health Checker can do it for you easily. AI 

Mode scan offers you a personalized scan and an automatic fix for your PC based on your PC’

s performance status and your cleaning and optimizing habits. PC Health Checker helps you 



diagnose your PC health with 1-click and then fix the performance & security issues to bring 
you a fresh and secure PC. 
 
If you wish to clean and optimize your computer on your own, you can use the 
comprehensive Manual Mode scan. It enables you to freely tune up your PC as per your 
specific needs, such as sweeping privacy traces, removing spyware, cleaning up junk files, 
leftovers, invalid/broken registry entries, and invalid shortcuts, updating outdated programs 
and drivers, accelerating Internet speed, fixing disk errors, system weaknesses, and security 
holes, and enabling antivirus & firewall protections. 
 
Speed Up Your PC and Network 
Does your computer respond slowly or even get stuck? Are you experiencing slow file 
downloads or video streams? It's time to make some improvements now. 
 
Advanced SystemCare is the best choice you can't miss. It provides many useful features that 
will help you speed up your PC and Internet connection: disable unneeded startup items to 
make your computer boot faster; stop unnecessary processes, scheduled tasks, and 
background services to make your computer run smoother; monitor CPU/RAM/disk usage, 
GPU/CPU/motherboard temperature, fan speed, and other system resources in real time, 
and allow you quickly end the processes with high CPU/RAM/disk usage to get your PC 
respond faster; update outdated drivers to avoid device issues and system crashes; update 
outdated programs to avoid security holes and meanwhile let you enjoy the latest features 
of these programs at the earliest time; and fully optimize your Internet configurations to 
accelerate your network speed. 
 
Protect Your System and The Data You Care About 
In addition to cleaning up and speeding up your computer, Advanced SystemCare still 
safeguards your PC system. It helps you easily enable antivirus and firewall protections to 
protect your system from viruses and attacks. The Anti-spyware function can detect and 
eliminate a wide range of threats: not only widespread threats but also emerging and hidden 
threats. 
 
Do you think that Advanced SystemCare only provides protection for your computer? No! 
Advanced SystemCare also cares about your personal information as it knows that privacy 
comes first. It can create a safer world for you by erasing your privacy traces like browsing 
cache, cookies, and saved passwords, hiding your online identity and activities to prevent 
digital fingerprints from being stolen, preventing unauthorized access to your sensitive data, 
avoiding phishing scams, suspicious emails, and obtrusive ads, and even alerting you about 
homepage & search engine changes. 
 
20+ Handy Tools 
If you think Advanced SystemCare simply offers the functions listed above, you might not 
fully understand it. It also provides 23 handy tools, such as Smart RAM - keeps an eye on 
memory usage and releases RAM automatically; Internet Booster - speeds up the Internet 
connection by optimizing the settings of the network and popular browsers like Firefox and 
Edge; Win Fix - analyzes system problems and fixes them; FaceID - detects unauthorized 
users of your PC and notifies you; Large File Finder - finds large files that take up your 
valuable disk space and allows you to delete the useless ones; and DNS Protector - prevents 
malware from modifying your system DNS settings. 
 
Summary 



Advanced SystemCare is a powerful, flexible, and reliable PC utility that delivers tangible 
benefits to both old and new PCs. It helps you unlock the full potential of your PC and brings 
you an unparalleled experience with a faster and more secure computer. 


